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Inland:Landscape, 170x125, mixed media

Of all things in life, our abuse of nature strikes me the most. The fundamental principle 
of life is formed by nature. All life, and thereforeour personal lives too. Unfortunately, 
we tend to ignore this undeniable fact frequently. This intense personal involvement 
related to climate action, made me develop the series ‘Inland: Landscape’a wall sculpture 
inspired by nature, but not without a critical twist.

The materials are recycled garbage and the flowers used, are made of kitschylifeless 
plastic. Plastic! The embarrassing heritage to the world: our sheltering home. In the end, 
we and our plastics won’t live happily ever after. 

I believe it’s a huge misunderstanding that we consider ourselves as Gods unscrupulously 
manipulatingand controlling nature. Corona shows us our modest inferior position 
brutally.
 
In my dream there are no concrete walls, they are only genuine landscapes. That 
motivated me to create them. They play with my outside/inside, horizontal/vertical spatial 
awareness. 

I envisage an utopian environment I never knew before, so I created those landscapes 
myself.

All prices are inclusive V.A.T.



KUNSTGEZIND

Making the art world accessible to artists and art lovers. Kunstgezind is a professional organisation that supports a 
diverse community of artists in various challenges.
They build sustainable relationships with partners and art lovers to enable sales, experience and exposure for their 
community. Ensuring quality and personal service.

Do you see something you like? Or are you thinking of a comissiond artpiece?
Contact us kunstgezind@gmail.com
More art this way             @Kunstgezind 

THE CANVAS BY QUERENCIA ANTWERP

The Canvas by Querencia Antwerp, an international marketplace for brands focused on ethical and transparent 
supply chains and processes. Each of them address at least one of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development 
Goals in the way they conduct their business.

Contact us info@thecanvas.nyc
More Fashion?           @Thecanvasbyq.antwerp 



Artworks by 
Ruth Devriendt

Landscape 1 
Waste of civilization on a reinforcement mesh.
115 cm x 75 cm. 
-, 2150 EUR

Landscape 2 
Waste of civilization on a reinforcement mesh.
115 cm x 75 cm. 
-, 2150 EUR



Landscape 3 
Waste of civilization on a reinforcement mesh.
75 cm x 75 cm. 
-, 1350 EUR

Serre 12 
Marker on paper
A4 sized
-, 425 EUR



Artworks by 
Ruth Devriendt

Cohesitas 
Pastel and pencil on paper
A4 sized
-, 510 EUR

Vaas met bloemen 
Marker on paper
A4 sized
-, 525 EUR

Ook verkrijgbaar in print A3
Gelimiteerd (20 stuks)
-, 55 EUR



Zonsondergang 
Pencil on paper
A4 sized
-, 375 EUR

Zeezicht
Pastel, marker and pencil on paper
A4 sized
-, 325 EUR



Artworks by 
Ruth Devriendt

Weg factoren 
Oil on canvas
60 cm x 60 cm
-, 1850 EUR

Op zonne-energie voortgestuwd
Oil on canvas
60 cm x 60 cm
-, 1850 EUR




